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Abstract The overexpression of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) was clearly associated with carcino-

genesis, and COX-2 as a possible target has long been exploited for cancer therapy. A group of

29 derivatives of 1, 5-diarylpyrazole was used to study its structural requirements using three-

dimensional quantitative structure–activity relationship (3D-QSAR), the density functional theory

method, molecular docking, and molecular dynamics. Four 3D-QSAR models were developed, and

the predictive capability of the four selected models was also successfully tested using different val-

idation methods. The contribution contours of the comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA)

and comparative molecular similarity index analysis (CoMSIA) models effectively illustrate the

relationships between the various chemical characteristics and their biological activities. Using

the density functional theory method with the 6-31G (d, p) basis set and the Becke, 3-parameter,

Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) function to evaluate chemical reactivity properties, the results obtained

from energy gaps of 3.431, 3.446, and 2.727 ev for molecules numbers 21, 22, and 23 indicate that

these three molecules have good chemical stability and reactivity and select the most reactive

regions in the three molecules studied. Molecular docking results revealed that the active sites of

the COX-2 protein (PDB code: 3PGH) were residues ARG222, THR212, HIS386, HIS207,

TYR148, and ASP382, in which the most active ligands and now ligands can inhibit the COX-2
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enzyme. Based on the various results obtained by molecular modeling, four new compounds (N1,

N2, N3, and N4) were proposed with significant predicted activity by different 3D-QSAR models. A

molecular docking study and molecular dynamics simulations of the proposed new molecules (N1

and N2) and the most active molecule over 100 ns revealed that all three molecules establish mul-

tiple hydrogen interactions with several residues and also exhibit frequent stability throughout the

simulation period. As a result, it is strongly recommended to consider the two newly proposed

molecules, N1 and N4, as promising candidates for novel anti-cancer agents specifically designed

to target COX-2 inhibition.

� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

As illustrated today, diseases are becoming a great challenge for

humanity at the moment. Cancer remains the second-most common

disease and one of the most serious health challenges in the world

(Wang et al., 2014). Despite the development of materials and methods

used to discover drugs, the problem of mortality from this disease con-

tinues to increase in recent years (Rani et al., 2022; Whiteford et al.,

2013). Traditional nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (tNSAIDs)

are commonly used for managing pain and mitigating the symptoms

of inflammatory conditions (Fiorucci et al., 2001; Shah and Mujwar,

2022). Furthermore, several laboratory and animal studies have

demonstrated that these tNSAIDs have the potential to halt tumor

growth by promoting apoptosis and altering the tumor microenviron-

ment (B. Vendramini-Costa and E. Carvalho, 2012). The efficacy of

tNSAIDs in treating diseases stems from their ability to inhibit the

cyclooxygenase (COX) enzyme (Dı́az-González and Sánchez-Madrid,

2015). COX plays a vital role in the synthesis of prostanoids, including

prostaglandins, which are implicated in the inflammatory process

(Wang and DuBois, 2008). Specifically, COX catalyzes the conversion

of arachidonic acid into prostaglandins (Abbas et al., 2012; Rani and

Goyal, 2019). Prostaglandins are essential mediators of signal trans-

mission pathways and are involved in various cellular processes such

as cell adhesion, growth, and differentiation. It is important to note

that COX exists in three different isoforms: COX-1, COX-2, and

COX-3 (Khan et al., 2022; Shah et al., 2020). Although the three

enzymes are comparable in size and structure, COX enzymes are con-

trolled by different mechanisms and have varying functional roles

(Arora et al., 2020). COX-2 selective inhibitors are excellent examples

of a new class of drugs that could be used as adjunctive therapy to treat

cancer with fewer side effects and greater efficacy (Shah et al., 2019a).

These facts explain the importance of studying this molecule and

proposing new selective COX-2 inhibitors. COX-2 is an enzyme that

can be induced, and its expression is increased in various types of solid

tumors, including breast, prostate, and colorectal cancer (Agrawal

et al., 2020; Ravi Kiran Ammu et al., 2019). Numerous studies have

shown that the overexpression of COX-2 is linked to the development

of carcinogens, tumor growth, spread of the cancer, and its ability to

invade other tissues (Han et al., 2019). Over the past few decades, sev-

eral COX-2 inhibitors, known as coxibs (e.g., Celecoxib, Valdecoxib,

Parecoxib, and Rofecoxib), have been discovered. These inhibitors

have been shown in multiple studies to reduce the side effects of tradi-

tional NSAIDs while exhibiting efficacy in terms of inhibiting cell pro-

liferation, promoting apoptosis, and preventing metastasis and

invasion in cancer (Abouzid et al., 2010). Regrettably, numerous clin-

ical studies have indicated that the use of COX-2 inhibitors is associ-

ated with an elevated risk of cardiovascular events and myocardial

infarction (Grover et al., 2014). Consequently, certain coxibs, includ-

ing Rofecoxib and Valdecoxib, have been withdrawn from the market

due to the increased cardiovascular risk (Kciuk et al., 2022a; Regulski

et al., 2018).

The comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and compara-

tive similarity index analysis (CoMSIA) methodologies are employed
to connect changes in dependent variables (biological activity) with

various molecular characteristics, such as steric and electrostatic fields,

in order to build a robust mathematical model (El fadili et al., 2023a).

External and internal validation was used to validate the predictive

capacity and robustness of the various models proposed (Er-rajy

et al., 2022). Molecular docking analysis was performed to predict

the optimized binding configuration of a ligand and also to identify

the different active sites and interaction modes between a more active

ligand and its target protein (Agrawal et al., 2021a; Er-rajy et al.,

2023b; Mujwar and Pardasani, 2022; Zhang et al., 2022). In recent

years, density functional theory (DFT) has emerged as the most com-

monly used quantum chemical method for computing various molecu-

lar properties in chemical, physical, and biological systems (Kciuk

et al., 2022d; Yari et al., 2020). In order to comprehend the intricacy

of the three-dimensional quantitative structure–activity relationship

(3D-QSAR) results, chemical reactivity descriptors and a molecular

quantum similarity approach were applied within the framework of

conceptual DFT to study the impact of substitutions (Gholivand

et al., 2022; Mohapatra et al., 2021). At that point, molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations would allow us to analyze and investigate the details

of the interaction and stability of the selected ligands with the selected

protein. A MD simulation was carried out to assess the stability of the

protein with the newly designed molecules and the most active mole-

cules over a period of 100 ns (ns) (Amin et al., 2022). This research will

undoubtedly improve the scientific community’s capacity to create

selective COX-2 inhibitors in the future.

2. Materiel and methods

Based on an experimental dataset of 29 derivatives synthesized

by Shen-Zhen Ren et al. (Ren et al., 2018) and evaluated for
their anticancer biological activity (IC50), different CoMFA
and CoMSIA models were built. The experimental dataset

was divided into two groups: a training set used for model con-
struction and a test set used to evaluate the model’s perfor-
mance. The training set comprised 24 molecules, while the
test set consisted of 5 molecules (Table 1).

2.1. Molecular modeling and alignment

The most important and delicate step in CoMFA and CoM-

SIA analysis is molecular alignment. In this paper, a rigid dis-
tillation alignment was established using the SYBYL-X 2.1
program (Meng et al., 2011). All molecules were optimized

using the appropriate Gasteiger-Huckel atomic partial charges
within the SYBYL-X 2.1 platform and subjected to the stan-
dard Tripos force field (Tsai et al., 2010). Furthermore, the

convergence criteria for the Powell gradient algorithm were
set at 0.005 kcal/ mol, and a stable conformation was achieved
after 1000 iterations (Gupta et al., 2022a).

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


Table 1 Derivatives of 1, 5-diarylpyrazole and Chrysin: structures and biological properties.

N� a R1 R2 R3 IC50 pIC50
b N� R1 R2 R3 IC50 pIC50

1 -H -H -H 2.2 5.658 16 -Cl -H –CH3 2.12 5.674

2 –CH3 -H -H 0.93 6.032 17 -H -Cl -H 4.43 5.354

3* –CH3 -H –CH3 0.42 6.377 18 -H -Cl –CH3 4.8 5.319

4 –CH3 -H -Cl 1.44 5.842 19 -Br -H -H 2.12 5.674

5* -H –CH3 -H 1.36 5.866 20 -Br -H –CH3 1.08 5.967

6 -H –CH3 –CH3 1.19 5.924 21 –NO2 -H -H 1.66 5.780

7 -H –CH3 -Cl 1.77 5.752 22* –NO2 -H –CH3 1.39 5.857

8 –OCH3 -H -H 0.54 6.268 23 -H –NO2 -H 5.94 5.226

9 –OCH3 -H –CH3 0.23 6.638 24 -Cl -Cl -H 6.83 5.166

10 –OCH3 -H -Cl 0.35 6.456 25* -Cl -Cl –CH3 5.02 5.299

11 -H –OCH3 -H 1.21 5.917 26 -Cl -Cl -Cl 8.5 5.071

12 -F -H -H 2.54 5.595 27 -CF3 -H -H 4.33 5.364

13 -F -H –CH3 2.84 5.547 28 -CF3 -H -–CH3 5.02 5.299

14 -H -F -H 3.53 5.452 29* -H -CF3 -H 4.79 5.320

15 -Cl -H -H 1.41 5.851

a Numbers of compounds, b pIC50 = 6-log10 (IC50), * Test set.
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2.2. Building CoMFA and CoMSIA models

Using the Sybyl X-2.1 developed created by Tripos, Inc. in the
United States, research was conducted on the fields of CoMFA
and CoMSIA (Yadav et al., 2018). The CoMFA descriptors

were generated on a grid with a spacing of 1 and covering a
three-dimensional region extending up to 4 units (Böhm
et al., 1999). CoMFA calculates steric (S) and electrostatic

(E) properties. The interaction energies between each molecule
and the ‘‘probe” atoms were calculated for each grid point
based on the energy of the Lennard-Jones and Coulombic

fields. CoMFA descriptors with a distance-dependent dielectric
at each grid point were calculated using a sp3 hybrid carbon
atom probe with +1.0 charges. Column filtering was set to

2.0 kcal/ mol, to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio by
excluding grid points whose energy variation was below this
level. The cut-off for steric and electrostatic fields was set at
30 kcal/ mol (Song et al., 2010). For CoMSIA, a Gaussian-

type distance-dependent physicochemical characteristic was
chosen to avoid singularities at atomic positions. The standard
parameters for CoMSIA field calculations, including steric,

electrostatic, hydrophobic (H), hydrogen bond acceptor (A),
and hydrogen bond donor (D) effects, were similar to those
used for CoMFA. However, there were no arbitrary con-

straints imposed on the CoMSIA field calculation. The column
filtering and attenuation factors were set to their default values
of 0.3 and 2.0 kcal/mol, respectively (Xu et al., 2017).
2.3. Partial least squares (PLS) analysis and validation

The inhibitory activity of COX-2 was evaluated with respect to
the different fields using PLS analysis (Clark and Cramer,
1993). The leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation technique

was applied to the PLS analysis to determine the optimal num-
ber of components (NC) and derive the final CoMFA and
CoMSIA models (Er-rajy et al., 2023a; Liu et al., 2014). The

cross-validation correlation coefficient (Q2), the coefficient of
determination (R2), and the standard error of estimate (SEE)
were used to assess the models’ validity (Jawarkar et al.,

2022). Finally, the various CoMFA and CoMSIA models were
generated through non-validated PLS analysis. The best model
was selected based on the highest statistical values of Q2 and

R2 and the lowest value of SEE (El fadili et al., 2023b; Roy
and Pratim Roy, 2009). To evaluate the predictive power of
the models, a set of molecules was selected as the external test
set, and the models were used to make predictions for these

molecules (Roy et al., 2012). To evaluate the predictive power
of the models, a set of molecules was selected as the test set,
and the models were used to make predictions for these mole-

cules (El fadili et al., 2022; Rinnie et al., 2019).

2.4. Molecular docking

Molecular docking involves simulating the optimal conforma-
tion based on complementarity and pre-organization, enabling
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us to predict and obtain the binding affinity and interaction
mode between the ligand and the receptor (Gupta et al.,
2022b, 2022c; Morris and Lim-Wilby, 2008). To validate the

results of the CoMFA and CoMSIA contour maps, a molecu-
lar docking study was performed using AutoDock 4.2 (Gupta
et al., 2023; Kciuk et al., 2022b; Norgan et al., 2011; Shah

et al., 2019b; Sharma et al., 2023; Shinu et al., 2022). In order
to observe the ligand–protein interaction and eliminate water
molecules, Discovery 2020 was used (‘‘Free Download:

BIOVIA Discovery Studio Visualizer - Dassault Systèmes,”).
To explain the anticancer activities of the two most potent
molecules, N� 3 and N� 9, in the three-dimensional X-ray
structure of Matrix COX-2 (PDB code: 3PGH). The crystal

structure was obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank
(https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/ home/home.do) (Kurumbail et al.,
1996). The active site is surrounded by the three-dimensional

configuration (X = 32.622, Y = 32.033, Z = -2.592), which
has a grid with a size of 60*60*60 points in the x, y, and z
directions (Emon et al., 2021). Following the production of

the ligand and receptor, a molecular docking procedure was
carried out on two of the most active compounds as well as
on the proposed new compounds.

2.5. Molecular dynamics simulation

MD simulation of the human COX-2 enzyme complexed with
ligands N1, N4, and N3 was performed for 100 ns with the

Desmond module of the Schrödinger programmed to assess
the binding stability and orientation patterns of the acquired
leads from virtual screening (Agrawal et al., 2021b; Kciuk

et al., 2022c; Mujwar, 2021; Mujwar et al., 2022; Mujwar
and Harwansh, 2022). For the orthorhombic-shaped simula-
tion box, a 10 Å gap was left between the wall and the

ligand–protein complex, and counter ions were injected using
0.15 M NaCl to neutralize the existing charge. Following that,
2000 iterations were performed using a merging threshold of

1 kcal/mol to decrease the system’s energy. Then, over the next
100 ns, a constant temperature of 300 K and pressure of
1.013 bar were maintained. To create simulation interaction
graphs, the trajectory route was set to 9.6 with an energy inter-

val of 1.2 ps after the simulation process was completed
(Gupta et al., 2022d, 2022a; Kciuk et al., 2022e; Mujwar
et al., 2021; Mujwar and Tripathi, 2022; Yoshida et al.,

2000). The same parameters were utilized to perform the sim-
ulation study of all three complexes considered in the current
study. Finally, conformational changes in root mean square

deviation (RMSD) were observed and recorded over a molec-
ular dynamics simulation time of 100 ns.

2.6. DFT calculation studies

Computational techniques, such as DFT, are a very important
method to study molecular systems of medium or larger size,
with excellent performances over semi-empirical or other

ab initio methods; they also offer low computational cost
and reliable results for complex molecules in quantum chem-
istry (Horchani et al., 2020). DFT calculations at the level of

the B3LYP density functional with base 6-31G (d, p) were per-
formed to better understand the molecular structure and chem-
ical reactivity of the 29 novel hybrids of 1, 5-diarylpyrazole

and Chrysin derivatives recently synthesized by Shen-Zhen
Ren et al. (Ren et al., 2018; Zhao and Truhlar, 2008). Several
quantum chemical descriptors were calculated, such as total
energy, the highest occupied molecular orbital energy

(HOMO), the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy
(LUMO), and the dipole moment. To visualize the results
obtained, the software Gaussian 09 and GaussView were used

(S�ahiner et al., 2022). An analysis of the locations of the molec-

ular frontier orbitals and the molecular electrostatic potential
(MESP) has been realized (Chattaraj and Roy, 2007).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Alignments rules

To build a very robust and reliable model, all the molecules
must be superimposed in a very sensitive manner (Pandey
et al., 2022). All molecule derivatives were included in a data-

base and superimposed on the common core by the Sybyl X-
2.1 rigid distillation method, using molecule number 9 (the
most active) as a template (Mahdi et al., 2022). Fig. 1 depicts

that all compounds are well aligned on the core (molecules on
the left; the core is the molecule on the right).

3.2. CoMFA and CoMSIA studies

Observed and predicted activity and its residuals according to
the different models are presented in supplementary table S1.

To quantitatively explain and forecast the anticancer proper-
ties of a series of 1, 5-diarylpyrazole and Chrysin derivatives,
QSAR models were proposed. Table S1 shows that there are
very important residues at the level of molecules 8, 15, 20, 3,

and 29, implying that additional research is required to assess
the reliability of the proposed model. To establish the appro-
priate statistical parameters for each model, a PLS cross-

validation analysis was performed on the independent vari-
ables collected in the training set. The outcomes for the various
statistical models and their unique statistical parameters are

displayed in the Table 2.
Based on Table 2, the CoMFA model contributes steric and

electrostatic fields, which account for 48.6% and 51.4% of the

variance, respectively. The values of the cross-validated corre-

lation coefficient Q2
cv of the training set and the non-validated

correlation coefficient R2 are 0.721 and 0.933, respectively,
with an external prediction value of 0.771. The optimal num-

ber of principal components used is 8, and a lower value of
SEE equals 0.127. Table 2 shows that the CoMSIA models
were better models because of the values of the parameters

Q2 and R2 which have larger and lower SEE. The CoMSIA/
SEHDA model contributes steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic,
donor, and acceptor of liaison hydrogen fields, which account

for 7.6%, 44.3%, 43.6%, 0.015%, and 4.6% of the variance,
respectively. The values of the cross-validated correlation coef-

ficient Q2
cv and the non-validated correlation coefficient R2 are

0.75 and 0.925, respectively. The optimal number of principal

components used is 3, and a lower value of SEE equals 0.116.
In the CoMSIA study, the evaluation analysis of the three
selected models was conducted with various champs’ combina-

tions. The results in Table 2 indicate that the CoMSIA/SEA,
CoMSIA/SEH, and CoMSIA/SEHDA models have the best

external (R2
ext Þ prediction of anti-cancer activity, with values

https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/+home/home.do


Fig. 1 Structure superposition and training and testing set alignment.

Table 2 CoMFA, and CoMSIA models statistics, according to PLS method.

Q2 R2 SEE NC R2
ext

Fraction

Steric Electro Hydrophobic Donor

CoMFA 0.721 0.933 0.127 8 0.771 0.514 0.486 – –

CoMSIA/SE 0.574 0.826 0.173 2 0.728 0.158 0.842

CoMSIA/SEA 0.6 0.199 0.127 5 0.837 0.173 0.680 – –

CoMSIA/SHE 0.765 0.923 0.118 3 0.938 0.087 0.460 0.454

CoMSIA/SED 0.574 0.826 0.173 2 0.728 0.158 0.842 0.000005

CoMSIA/SEHDA 0.750 0.925 0.116 3 0.950 0.076 0.443 0.436 0.000.0.15

Table 3 Summary of some statistical criteria.

Parameter Threshold CoMFA CoMSIA/SEA CoMSIA/SHE CoMSIA/SEHDA

Q2
cv

> 0.5 0.721 0.600 0.765 0.750

r2 r2> 0.6 0.771 0.837 0.938 0.950

r20 – 0.771 0.833 0.937 0.947

r020 – 0.702 0.826 0.927 0.938

|r02- r’0
2| < 0.3 0.069 0.007 0.01 0.009

k 0.85 < k < 1.15 1.016 1.019 1.018 1.016
r2�r2

0

r2
< 0:1 0.0001 0.004 0.001 0.0003

k0 0.85 < k’ <1.15 0.983 0.980 0.981 0.983
r2�r02

0

r2
< 0:1 0.089 0.013 0.011 0.012

r2m r2m > 0.5 0.758 0.784 0.908 0.897

r´2m r´2m > 0.5 0.568 0.749 0.839 0.845
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of 0.837, 0.938, and 0.950, respectively. To ensure the robust-
ness of the proposed model, the obtained results are subject to
external validation (Alexander et al., 2015; Roy and Pratim

Roy, 2009).

3.2.1. External validation

External validation allows one to evaluate and judge the pre-

dictive capacities of the obtained model; the following table
groups the different external validation statistical parameters.

Using the results in Table 3, the four models, CoMFA,

CoMSIA/SEA, CoMSIA/SHE, and CoMSIA/SEHDA, have
better external prediction coefficients, which were used to val-
idate the external predictive ability. As observed in Table 3, all

the models have Q2 values greater than 0.5 (Golbraikh et al.,
2003). The predictive ability of the external validation
confirmed the favorable stability estimate and high predictive
quality of the four QSAR models.

To validate these results, an assessment of the robustness

and predictability of the best-selected models was conducted.
The computational results of the four models for the exter-
nal validation test are presented in Table 3. The results in

Table 3 demonstrate that all four models meet the criteria
outlined by Golbraikh and Tropsha (Tropsha et al., 2003),
indicating their excellent predictive ability for new chemical

compounds.

3.2.2. CoMFA contour map study

To visualize the contour maps of the CoMFA model, the most

active molecule, N� 9, is used. The different contour maps of
the CoMFA model are presented in Fig. 2.
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The map of electrostatic contours in CoMFA is represented
in Fig. 2. The green parts indicate that steric contribution
increases the potency of the molecule with a contribution of

80%, while the yellow parts indicate steric hindrance, which
decreases the potency of the compound with a contribution
of 20%. Fig. 2 shows a small part of the green contours of

the steric field surrounding the R3 substituents, which
increases the potency of the most active molecule.

The electrostatic contour map of CoMFA is presented in

Fig. 2. The red and blue contours represent, respectively,
20% and 80% of electrostatic clutter. A blue colored region
surrounds the R2 substituent, i.e., the R2 group is favorable
for charging positively. The other part, a small red region

located next to the oxygen molecule of substituent R1, is favor-
able for negatively charging.

3.2.3. CoMSIA/SEHAD contour map study

The CoMSIA/SEHAD model was utilized to view the contour
map of the highest active molecule 9. The various contour
maps of the CoMSIA/SEHAD model are displayed in Figs. 3

and 4.
In Fig. 3 (A), the green parts indicate that steric contribu-

tion increases the potency of the molecule with a contribution
Fig. 2 The two contour maps of the C

Fig. 3 Contour maps of the CoMSIA/SE model analysis
of 80%, while the yellow parts indicate steric hindrance that
decreases the potency of the compound with a contribution
of 20%. A small portion of the green contours of the steric

field surrounding the R1 substitution oxygen molecule can
be seen, allowing an increase in the potency of the most active
molecule. On the other hand, a large proportion of the yellow

contours surround the R1 and R2 groups, so that the steric
hindrance that decreases the potency of the most active mole-
cule surrounds the R1 substituent. The R1 group is therefore

favorable to the addition of bulky groups to COX-2 to make
it more effective in stopping inflammation.

Fig. 3 (B) displays the electrostatic contour map of
CoMFA. The red and blue contours represent 20% and

80% of the electrostatic bulk, respectively. A blue region sur-
rounds the R1 substituent next to methyl, i.e., the positively
charged region favorable to the methyl group. The other part,

a small red region next to the benzene group, is favorable for
negatively charged groups. After looking at the two steric and
electrostatic contour maps, the oxygen molecule can be

replaced by an atom with a stronger positive charge to make
the more active molecule inhibitory.

Based on Fig. 4(A), the hydrogen bond donor contours of

the selected molecule groups show that the cyan contour
oMFA analysis of molecular N� 9.

with 2 grid spacing in conjunction with molecule N� 9.



Fig. 4 CoMSIA/HDA contour maps with 2 grid spacing in conjunction with molecule N� 9.

Fig. 5 Resulted molecular docking of molecule N� 3.
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(80%) shows the favorable hydrogen bond donor regions, and

the purple contour (20%) represents the regions where the
hydrogen bond donor groups are unfavorable. A large cyan
outline can be seen in the middle of the molecule and at the

R3 substituents. Thus, the hydrogen bond donor has a signif-
icant influence on the inhibitory activity of the most active
molecule. Therefore, in the R3 substituents, it is better to

add groups that have a hydrogen bond donor to increase the
inhibitory activity of COX-2.

Hydrogen bond acceptor contours of chosen compound
groups: the magenta contour (80%) shows the areas favorable

to hydrogen bond acceptors, and the red contours (20%)
represent the areas where hydrogen bond acceptor groups
are disadvantaged. In Fig. 4(B), a small magenta contour

was observed next to the R3 substituents. Thus, the hydrogen
bond acceptor has a significant influence on the inhibitory
activity of the most active molecule.

In the hydrophobic bond contour map, the hydrophobic
bond contour map of CoMSIA showed a combination of
80% yellow (favorable) and 20% pink (unfavorable) contribu-

tions in the contour map. In Fig. 4(C), a small yellow outline
can be seen next to the R1 substitute. In summary, the results
of the CoMSIA/SEHDA model contour analysis indicate that
the R1 group benefits from the incorporation of bulky groups,

while the R3 derivative favors a donor hydrogen bond to exhi-
bit better COX-2 inhibitory activity.



Fig. 6 Resulted molecular docking of molecule N� 9.

Table 4 Reactivity descriptors for novel hybrids of 1, 5-diarylpyrazole.

N pIC50 obs* Et (ev) Dipole moment LUMO (ev) HOMO (ev) DE (ev) v m g

1 5.6576 -59044.882 5.785 -1.531 -6.058 4.527 3.140 -3.140 2.918

2 6.0315 -50943.836 0.674 -1.611 -5.978 4.366 3.099 -3.099 2.879

3 6.3768 -52013.654 4.231 -1.521 -6.034 4.513 3.128 -3.128 2.906

4 5.8416 -63449.838 3.444 -1.556 -6.082 4.526 3.153 -3.153 2.929

5 5.8665 -50943.676 4.301 -1.531 -6.051 4.520 3.137 -3.137 2.914

6 5.9245 -52013.649 4.213 -1.518 -6.034 4.517 3.128 -3.128 2.906

7 5.7520 -63449.834 4.254 -1.547 -6.077 4.530 3.150 -3.150 2.927

8 6.2676 -52990.103 5.519 -1.516 -5.876 4.360 3.046 -3.046 2.830

9 6.6383 -54060.073 3.675 -1.533 -5.840 4.307 3.027 -3.027 2.813

10 6.4559 -65496.264 4.080 -1.552 -6.006 4.454 3.113 -3.113 2.892

11 5.9172 -52990.089 4.671 -1.505 -6.026 4.520 3.124 -3.124 2.902

12 5.5952 -52573.924 3.717 -1.548 -6.075 4.527 3.149 -3.149 2.926

13 5.5467 -53643.896 3.940 -1.543 -6.064 4.521 3.144 -3.144 2.921

14 5.4522 -52573.919 2.745 -1.555 -6.080 4.525 3.152 -3.152 2.928

15 5.8508 -62379.871 3.702 -1.562 -6.085 4.523 3.154 -3.154 2.931

16 5.6737 -63449.843 3.986 -1.561 -6.082 4.521 3.153 -3.153 2.929

17 5.3536 -62379.864 5.240 -1.533 -6.056 4.524 3.139 -3.139 2.917

18 5.3188 -63449.839 4.485 -1.536 -6.056 4.520 3.139 -3.139 2.917

19 5.6737 -119836.854 3.701 -1.556 -6.086 4.530 3.155 -3.155 2.931

20 5.9666 -120906.828 3.933 -1.543 -6.077 4.533 3.150 -3.150 2.927

21 5.7799 -55438.394 5.422 -2.699 -6.131 3.431 3.178 -3.178 2.953

22 5.8570 -56508.370 5.356 -2.672 -6.119 3.446 3.172 -3.172 2.947

23 5.2262 -55438.531 7.724 -3.101 -5.828 2.727 3.021 -3.021 2.807

24 5.1656 -74885.891 5.207 -1.552 -6.086 4.534 3.155 -3.155 2.931

25 5.2993 -75955.867 4.643 -1.553 -6.083 4.530 3.153 -3.153 2.930

26 5.0706 -75955.867 4.643 -1.553 -6.083 4.530 3.153 -3.153 2.930

27 5.3635 -59044.889 4.420 -1.565 -6.091 4.525 3.157 -3.157 2.933

28 5.2993 -60114.864 4.636 -1.553 -6.079 4.526 3.151 -3.151 2.928

29 5.3197 -59044.882 5.785 -1.531 -6.058 4.527 3.140 -3.140 2.918

*pIC50 observed.
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3.3. Molecular docking

To identify the active site and gain a deeper understanding of
the interaction between the most active molecule and its target
protein, molecular docking was performed on the two most
active molecules. A molecular docking study for the two most
active molecules with the target COX-2 was carried out to clar-

ify how the most active ligand interacts with its protein. The
results of the molecular docking study for the two selected
molecules (molecules 3 and 9) are depicted in Figs. 5 and 6.



Fig. 7 MEP of compounds the most reactive.

Fig. 8 FMO of compounds the most reactive.
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The first display of these results shows that there is a four

hydrogen bond with the residues histidine (HIS) 386,
HIS207, threonine (THR) 212, and asparagine (ASN) 382,
with distances equal to 3.06, 2.20, 2.99, and 2.08 Ã. . ., respec-
tively, and a Pi-cation bond with residue arginine (ARG) 222,

with a distance equal to 3.63, and Pi-Sigma bonds with residue
valine (VAL) 291 and other Pi-Pi binding for molecule N� 3
(Fig. 5).

In the first display of these results for molecule N� 9, there
are four hydrogen bonds with residues THR212, HIS207, tyr-
osine (TYR) 148, and ASN382, with a distance equal to 3.98,

2.01, 2.21, and 1.95 Ã. . ., respectively, and one Pi cation bond
with residue ARG222, with a distance equal to 4.05 Ã. . ., and
other Pi binding. Thus, both molecules are attacked at almost
the same site, which means that both molecules are inhibitors
of the selected protein. In conclusion, the two molecules
demonstrated the ability to form multiple interactions, includ-

ing hydrogen bonding and halogen bonding, with significant
amino acids. As a result, these findings suggest that the mole-
cules may hold promise as a potential solution for overcoming

drug resistance in cancer chemotherapy.
Finally, the two compounds N� 3 and 9 have formed sev-

eral interactions with important amino acids, including hydro-

gen bonds, alkyl bonds, and Pi bonds. As our observation



Fig. 9 A brief description of the structural requirements based on the analysis of the 3D-QSAR and DFT studies.

Table 5 Reactivity propriety and their pred pIC50 of novel designed compound.

ID Reactivity descriptors Pred pIC50

Et (ev) Dipole

moment

LUMO (ev) HOMO

(ev)

Gap (ev) CoMFA CoMSIA/

SEA

CoMSIA/

SEH

CoMSIA/

SEHDA

N1 -54713.702 3.985 -1.540 -6.062 4.522 6.1686 5.5673 5.7085 5.7107

N2 -54589.537 5.677 -1.499 -5.325 3.826 6.1083 5.4648 5.6279 5.6300

N3 -53519.732 5.862 -1.497 -5.326 3.829 6.1086 5.4648 5.6278 5.6299

N4 -54589.310 5.767 -1.500 -5.202 5.011 6.1201 5.4806 5.6536 5.6568
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shows, the ester part of both molecules interacted with very
important residues, signifying the importance of this central

part of the molecule. These results provide further evidence
to clarify the different anticancer activities exhibited by the
compounds studied as well as criteria for predicting the inhibi-

tory activity of new molecules.
In addition, molecular dynamics and quantum computa-

tional analysis were employed to gain a comprehensive

understanding of the stability of the anchored molecules, as
well as exploring the molecular orbitals (HOMO and
LUMO) and energy gap, enabling the influence of each group
attached to the selected molecule on inhibitory activity to be

identified.

3.4. Molecular quantum set analysis

3.4.1. Frontier molecular orbital analysis (FMO)

The analysis of frontier molecular orbitals at the boundary

provides a qualitative calculation of the excitation capacity
and electron transport characteristics of molecules. The
HOMO and LUMO energies are electronic parameters that

measure the nucleophilic and electrophilic characteristics of
the molecules. The HOMO energy represents the ability to
donate electrons, while the LUMO energy represents the
ability to accept an electron. The chemical reactivity of mole-
cules has been explained by the HOMO-LUMO energy gap,

and a small energy gap denotes less kinetic stability. The low
HOMO-LUMO energy gap leads to efficient electronic charge
transfer from HOMO to LUMO, making the molecule highly

polarizable, and molecules with a high energy gap indicate
high stability with less reactivity than those with a lower
energy gap. To gain a better understanding of the stability

and chemical reactivity of the selected molecular structures,
various chemical reactivity properties will be investigated. Dif-
ferent chemical properties calculated, such as:EHOMO, ELUMO

energy, total energy (Et), energy gap (DE), dipole moment,

chemical hardness (g), electronegativity (v), and electron
chemical potential (l), are shown in Table 4. The different
properties of energy measured in electro volt (ev).

HOMO and LUMO energies are crucial in the study of
molecular biological activity as they provide information on
molecular reactivity, electronic transitions, and intermolecular

interactions, which can give insight into a molecule’s
bioactivity.

According to Table 4, compounds numbers 21, 22, and 23
have a lower energy DE value of 3.431, 3.446, and 2.727 ev,

respectively, and possess excellent anti-cancer activity com-
pared to all other derivative molecules. The small difference



Fig. 10 Two-dimensional visualizations were created to display the key potential interactions between the four novel ligands and active

residue sites located in the COX-2 protein pocket (PDB code: 3PGH).
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between HOMO and LUMO values supports the bioactivity of
a molecule. In this case, compound 23 has a lower gap energy
value compared to molecules 21 and 23, indicating its potential

for significant anticancer activity.
Chemical hardness is a valuable parameter that is closely

associated with the stability of molecular geometries. It repre-

sents the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO orbi-
tals and is an indicator of the molecular system’s stability
and reactivity. A higher HOMO-LUMO energy value sug-

gests a more stable and less reactive system, while a lower
energy gap indicates a higher reactivity and potential for
chemical reactions. Therefore, chemical hardness provides
valuable insights into the stability and reactivity of molecules

in a molecular system.
The value of the electron chemical potential provides an

explanation of the ability of electrons to escape from the

ground state. According to Table 4, it is also observed that
molecules 21 and 22 have the highest electron chemical poten-
tial values, with a value of -3.178 and -3.172, respectively, so

these two molecules have a higher electron flow than all other
molecules. However, compound 23 had a stronger dipole
moment (7.724), indicating that it had the greatest dipole–

dipole interaction, indicating that these compounds are highly
reactive and less stable than all other synthesized molecules.
Therefore, based on these results, a molecular electrostatic
potential analysis was carried out on these three most reactive

molecules, in order to identify the electrophilic and nucle-
ophilic reactive sites of each molecule.
3.4.2. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) analysis

Based on the theory of molecular boundary orbitals, HOMO

and LUMO are the most important factors because these orbi-
tals are indicators of the reactivity and properties of molecules.
The HOMO orbital is capable of donating electrons, while the

LUMO can take electrons.
MEP mapping is a tool that can provide insight into the

biological recognition process and hydrogen bonding interac-

tions. It can also aid in the interpretation of electrophilic
and nucleophilic reactions. The molecular electrostatic poten-
tial surfaces of the more active and reactive synthesized com-
pounds were analyzed. Fig. 7 displays the dispersion and

energy states of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals as measured
by the DFT method with the 6-31G (d, p) basis set and B3LYP
functional.

For molecules N� 21 and N� 22, as shown in Fig. 7, the
most occupied molecular orbital is located on the chrysin frag-
ment, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is localized

on the 5-(4-nitrophenyl)-1H-pyrazole group. Alternatively, the
HOMO orbital of molecule 23 is confined to the chrysin frag-
ment, except that the overlap is dark, especially for the benzene

group. The same is true for the LUMO orbital, which is
located on 5-(4-nitrophenyl)-1H-pyrazole.

3.4.3. Molecular electrostatic potential

The MEP is a valuable tool in molecular biology and chem-
istry for understanding the distribution of electric charge



Table 6 The outcome of the docking study of the most ligands against the human COX-2 enzyme.

Ligands Chemical Structure Bending Energy (Kcal/

Mol)

Interacting Residues

Comp

N3
-10.89 THR212, ASN382, HIS388

Comp

N9
-7.52

HIS207, THR212, GLN289,

ASN382

N1 -10.93 ASN382, HIS388

N2 -9.62
THR212, HIS214, GLN289,

ASN382

N3 -8.84 HIS214, HIS386, GLN554

N4 -10.95 THR212, HIS388, HIS386
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within a molecule and its potential interactions with other
molecules. The MEP map of molecules N� 21, 22, and 23 (as

shown in Fig. 8) provides insight into biological recognition
processes and hydrogen bond interactions and also aids in
the analysis of electrophilic and nucleophilic reactions.

This characteristic is used to predict the behavior and reac-
tivity of these molecules. Using the theoretical calculation for
the optimized geometry with the 6-31G (d, p) basis set and
B3LYP functional, we use the electrostatic potential to predict

the reactive sites of electrophilic and nucleophilic attack for the
molecules studied. The blue districts of MEP, which are posi-
tive, are associated with nucleophilic reactivity. On the other

hand, the red and yellow regions, which are negative, account
for electrophilic reactivity.



Fig. 11 RMSD of the ligand as well as Ca-backbone of the human COX-2 enzyme complexed with ligand N1 (a), N4 (b) and N� 3 (c)

measured over 100 ns of MD simulations.
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As shown in Fig. 8, the MEP of molecules N� 21 and 22 is a
single dark blue area that is observed around the oxygen atom
bound to a hydrogen atom. As a result of its high electron den-
sity, its free doublet can preferentially attack electrophilic sites.

The MEP of molecule N� 21, on the other hand, reveals that
the ketone (of the chrysin group) is electron-withdrawn and
is surrounded by the most negative regions. For molecule N�
23, we observe that light blue regions (electropositive sites)
are mainly located on the two phenyl groups. On the ketone
group, there were also sizeable light-red areas (electronegative

sites).

3.5. Design of new compound and study reactivity

To enrich our work, we rely on the results obtained by molec-

ular docking and the analysis of CoMFA and CoMSIA contri-
bution diagrams to propose new compounds similar to those
synthesized. Resistance to anti-cancer drugs is reaching dan-

gerously high levels in all regions of the world. Researchers
urgently need to develop new drugs to combat this health
threat. With this in mind, we have developed new anti-

cancer drug candidates based on 3D-QSAR and molecular
docking analysis guidelines obtained from the structural prop-
erties of the most active molecule, molecule N� 9. Based on the

information obtained by different methods such as the 3D-
QSAR contour map, molecular docking, and reactivity study,
Fig. 9 summarizes the structural requirements based on these
different methods.

The more new molecules were minimized and aligned with
the studied database with the same minimization parameter as

in the previous section. Next, the CoMFA and CoMSIA mod-
els were used to predict the activity of the new molecules
(Table 5), along with a reactivity study for each molecule.

According to Table 5, compounds numbered N1, N2, and
N3 have a lower value DE of 4.522, 3.826, and 3.829 ev, so they
are more reactive and also possess excellent predicted anti-

cancer activity. To better understand the geometry of the
new proposed molecules and also to identify the interaction
mode with the target protein, a molecular docking study was
carried out for the four new compounds.

3.5.1. Molecular docking of now molecules

In order to better understand the interaction between the

newly proposed molecules and their proteins. We performed
a molecular docking study for the four new molecules with
the target protein COX-2 in order to clarify how the most
active ligand interacts with its protein. In order to better

understand the interaction between the newly proposed mole-
cules and their proteins. A molecular docking study was car-
ried out for the four new molecules with the targeted COX-2

protein to clarify how the new ligand interacts with its protein.
The results achieved by molecular docking for the four selected



Fig. 12 Protein-ligand contacts observed between the human COX-2 enzyme and complexed ligand N1 (a), N4 (b) and N� 3 (c) during a
100 ns MD simulation. Hydrogen bonds are shown as green bars, water bridges as blue bars, and hydrophobic interactions as purple bars.
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new molecules are presented in Fig. 10 and Table 6. The results
of the docking study for the newly designed molecules and the

reference ligand for QSAR modeling against the human COX-
2 enzyme have been obtained.

The binding energies of the two most active molecules and

the four new compounds proposed showed that the two new
compounds (N1 and N4) and compound N� 3 have a good
binding affinity (-10.89, -10.93, and -10.95, respectively) for

COX-2 enzymes.
Fig. 10 shows two-dimensional visualizations of the main

potential interactions between the four candidate drug ligands
and active residue sites in the COX-2 protein pocket (PDB

code: 3PGH). A summary of the results from the molecular
docking simulations is presented in Table 6. The results of this
study seem very promising, as the four new compounds

showed important interactions with different residues and
can also serve as a basis for further studies on the design of
drug candidates against cancer. Therefore, the three molecules

(N1, N2, and molecule N� 3) that have a good binding affinity
have the objective of a 100 ns molecular dynamics study to
identify their stability in the target protein for 100 ns.

3.5.2. MD simulation of now molecules

The human COX-2 enzyme was made up of 552 amino acids,
4473 heavy atoms, and 8865 total atoms. The macromolecular

secondary structure is conserved in all three simulation
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processes, with 32% -helices and 4% -sheets present. The
results of MD are grouped in Fig. 11 and 12.

The macromolecular complex with ligand N1 shows suffi-

cient stability throughout the simulation. The complexed
ligand N1 has eleven rotatable bonds and 44 heavy atoms
out of a total of 71 atoms. The RMSD was used to calculate

the stability and structural changes of the protein backbone.
During the simulations, the complex was shown to be stable,
with an average RMSD for the macromolecular backbone

ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 Å, while the ligand remained stable
for the first 50 ns with a RMSD in the range of 2.4–4.5 Å,
while at 50 ns the ligand takes a conformational change within
the binding cavity and remains stable throughout the simula-

tion with RMSD in the range of 5.6–7.2 Å. The results have
revealed that the ligand N1 was hydrophobically interacting
with the amino acids phenylalanine (PHE) 198, alanine

(ALA) 199 and 202, VAL291, TYR348 and 385, HIS386, tryp-
tophan (TRP) 387, leucine (LEU) 390; whereas glutamine
(GLN) 203, HIS388 via forming hydrogen bonds, and residues

HIS 207, PHE210, THR212 were engaging with complexed
ligand N1 through forming a water bridge.

The macromolecular complex with ligand N4 shows suffi-

cient stability throughout the simulation. The complexed
ligand N4 has eleven rotatable bonds and 45 heavy atoms
out of a total of 76 atoms. During the simulations, the complex
was shown to be stable, with an average RMSD for the macro-

molecular backbone ranging from 2.0 to 3.2 Å, while the
ligand takes a couple of moves within the very early phase of
the simulation to achieve the most stabilized conformation

within the macromolecular cavity and remains stable through-
out the simulation with RMSD in the range of 4.0–6.4 Å. The
results showed that the ligand N4 was hydrophobically inter-

acting with the amino acids PHE200, ALA202, VAL291,
VAL295, HIS386, TRP387, HIS388, LEU391, PHE404,
LEU408, TYR409, whereas GLN203 and HIS207 were form-

ing a water bridge with the complexed ligand N4 and no stable
hydrogen bonds were observed throughout the simulation.

The macromolecular complex with ligand N�3 shows suffi-
cient stability throughout the simulation. The complexed

ligand N� 3 has ten rotatable bonds and 43 heavy atoms out
of a total of 71 atoms. During the simulations, the complex
was shown to be stable, with an average RMSD for the macro-

molecular backbone ranging from 1.5 to 4.0 Å, while the
ligand takes certain moves within the first 20 ns timeframe with
RMSD in the range of 1.6–3.2 Å to achieve the most stabilized

conformation and remains stable throughout the simulation
with RMSD in the range of 5.0–7.0 Å. The results have
revealed that the ligand N� 3 was hydrophobically interacting
with the amino acids ALA202, HIS207, VAL291, LEU294,

VAL295, HIS386, TRP387, HIS388, LEU391, PHE404,
LEU408, TYR409, VAL444, VAL447; whereas THR212,
ASN382, HIS388 via hydrogen bonds, and residues

GLN203, HIS207, ALA443 were engaged in interacting with
the complexed ligand N� 3 through the formation of a water
bridge.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study is focused on the design of new drug candi-

dates capable of overcoming the problem of resistance to anti-cancer

drugs. The results achieved from three-dimensional quantitative struc-

ture–activity relationships show that the three models constructed have
a high degree of reliability and strong predictive capacity, which was

assessed by several validation methods. Analysis of the contour maps

of the CoMFA and CoMSIA models allows us to better understand

the relationship between structure and biological activity, which would

be an advance in guiding the design of novel and powerful anti-cancer

molecules. The molecular docking studies show the importance of

hydrogen bonds found with key amino acids of the targeted protein;

they help stabilize the ligands in the active sites of the COX-2 receptor

and increase the inhibitory efficacy. By the density functional theory

method, with 6-31G (d, p) basis set and B3LYP functional, we find

that the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 3.431, 3.446, and 2.727 electro

volt of molecules N� 21, 22, and 23 indicates that these three molecules

have good chemical stability and reactivity. Based on this use of quan-

titative three-dimensional structure–activity relationships, molecular

docking and molecular reactivity analysis provide more precise recom-

mendations for the development of four (N1, N2, N3 and N4) novel

compounds with significant activity.

Molecular docking and molecular dynamics studies at 100 ns of

the three molecules (N1 and N4) and the most active molecule (N

�3) showed that all three compounds exhibited significant hydrogen

bonding to key amino acids of the target protein and also showed

frequent stability throughout the molecular dynamics simulation per-

iod. As a result, the findings of this research may be useful for

designing inhibitors that can overcome resistance to anticancer med-

ications. Consequently, the two new molecules proposed (N1 and N4)

are highly recommended as new anti-cancer agents targeting COX-2

inhibitors.
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